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Bulk Dispensing & Scoop Bins
Ecological, Economical & Ergonomic
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12.5L Gravity Bin (GB100A - Agitator)
LHK05|GB100A

agitator - moving 
floor, helps move 
product forward

7.5L Gravity Bin (GB100A - 100mm Agitator)
LHK05|GB100A

Dust proof lid cover to prevent dust
and foreign particles from entering 
container.

Made in virtually unbreakable clear 
material.

False front to maintain product on 
display, even at low stock levels.

Angled container floor to ensure 
that product is always fed to the 
pouring spout - even at very low 
stock levels.

Ergonomic pull handle provides 
a consumer-friendly dispensing 
action.

The anti-slip gasket at the bottom 
of the spout helps to keep your bag 
in place.

Flow control can be adjusted to 
control the flow of the product.

Product & price label cover for 
displaying product name. Optional 
price label can be displayed when 
label cover is put into top position.

Gravity Bins

- 12.5 litre bin
- 100mm wide
- 710mm high
- 350mm deep

- 7.5 litre bin
- 100mm wide
- 535mm high
- 350mm deep

agitator - moving 
floor, helps move 
product forward
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20L Scoop Bin (SB300 - 20 TSL with catch tray)
LHK05|712902

Scoop Bins

- 20 litre bin
- 300mm wide
- 345mm high
- 375mm deep

12.5L Scoop Bin (SB200 - 12.5 TSL with catch tray)
LHK05|712900

- 12.5 litre bin
- 200mm wide
- 345mm high
- 375mm deep

Tongs
LHK05|706105

optional - available on order
Separate catch tray for spillage and 
overflow.

Consumer lid with label 
pocket to display price or 
product information.

Bin front is supplied with 
a large graphic holder 
for product image & 
specifications.

Bin supplied standard with scoop attached 
on cord. Scoop with cord can be ordered 
separately.

Scoop with low & 
curved front, facilitating 
scooping action.
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Installation 
Accessories

GB Foot 100N
LHK05|709583

- For counter-top installation  
 of gravity bins.

Back Rail
LHK05|873600

- For clip-in counter-top installation of gravity bin base.
- Attaches to shelving with tape (included).
- Specify length on order (100mm needed per bin)
- BBR ta Tif19 ie:1330

Gravity Bin
Bracket
LHK05|132689

- For upright/wall installation of  
 GB100 gravity bins. 
- Bracket is placed over bar to  
 allow gravity bins to slot-fit  
 into position.

LHK05|707418

Scoop Bin
Brackets

- Brackets fit on metal bar.
- Scoop Bins tilt-fit into brackets.
- Brackets extend in and out for easy  
 refill without removing scoop bin.
- Left and right set

Click here to check out our Bulk Gravity & 
Scoop Bin Installation for Candylicious!

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.902352459861752.1073741840.414828125280857&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.902352459861752.1073741840.414828125280857&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.902352459861752.1073741840.414828125280857&type=3

